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COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO METHODS OF EXTRACTING 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR SPEECHREADING 

Martin Dahlquist 
Dept. clfSpec.ch Cunlnlunic.ution and Music Acoustics, KTH 

Abstract 

A pilot study was made to examine the efficiency of two auditory pro- 
cessing methods - extraction of fundamental frequency and spectral 
gravity, both combined with intensity information - as a supplenient to 
speechreading. Three normal hearing subjects showed improved abili- 
ty to perceive sentences with supplemental signals presented audito- 
rily. For two experienced subjects, the performance without training 
increased from approx. 10% correct words with only speechreading to 
approx. 50-70% for the two systems. 

INTRODUCTION 
Profoundly deaf persons must rely on speechreading for reception of speech. The in- 
formation that can be received through speechreading is, however, limited. Most 
phonemes can only be identified as belonging to broad groups (bilabial, labiodental, 
etc), and most supra-segmental cues cannot be perceived at all. A conventional high- 
power hearing aid may be appropriate for some profoundly deaf, but for others, special 
speechreading aids are necessruy. 

The purpose of a speechreading aid should be to extract information from the acous- 
tic speech signal that is complementary to what could be seen, and present it in such a 
way that it can be discriminated and combined with the visual signal. Thus, the develop- 
ment of speechreading aids raises two fundamental questions: 

1. Which elements in the acoustic speech signal give the best support? 
2. How shall these elements be transmitted'? 

There are many possible answers to the first question, and several attempts have been 
made to develop speechreading aids. An overview is found in Breeuwer & Plo~np 
(1986). The second question involves a choice of sense modality aid the problem of 
optllnal coding, based on the individual's perception capabilities. The support signals 
may be presented auditorily (through residual hearing), tactually, visually, or electri- 
cally (through cocldear hnplant). 

In tactual systems, the tnost colnlnon processing nlethod i s  to precctll tlrc ititol~l~irtion 
from one or many frequency bands to one or many vihtators (Spens c !  J'l:rt)t, I08 i). Ex- 
anples of parameters that have been extracted hi tactual aids are funtlrtniental f~equency 
aid intensity (Plant & Risberg, 1983), or spectral gravity a~tl intensity (Trau~uniiller, 
1980). Visual systems have presented infonnation about presence of voicing, friction, or 
plosion (Upton, 1968; Martony, 1974). Cochlear hnplants have brought new attention to 
speech processing methoits in aids for the (leaf, ancl a range of different infonnation ex- 
traction and coding strategies have been used (Millar, Tong, & Clark, 1984). One of the 
few auditory speech-cocling aids that has been reported on is the Sivo, which extracts 
fundamental frequency and intensity (Rosen, Walliker, Fourcin, & Ball, 1987). 



EVALUATION OF SPEECHREADING A I D S  
The above ~nentionecl speechreading aids extract elements fro111 the speech signal and 
code these elements in different ways. Olle method to compare the extraction methods 
used is to present the signals in an optimal way, that is, auditorily to nonnal hearing 
subjects. This technique has been used by several investigators (Risberg & Lubker, 
1978; Breeuwer & Plomnp, 1986; Grant, Ardell, Kuhl, & Sparks, 1985). These studies 
found large improvements when speechreading was auditorily supplemented by funda- 
mental frequency and intensity, but they were inconsistent about the supplement of in- 
tensity only. Breeuwer & Plomp found that groups of normal hearing subjects improved 
their syllable recognition in sentences from approx. 30% speechreading alone to approx. 
80% with the supplemented use of either intensity from two frequency bands, funda- 
mental frequency and intensity, or F1-F2-extraction. 

The evaluation technique adopted in the above-mentioned studies was also used in 
this pilot study to compare two different information extraction and coding techniques. 
The following systems were used: 

FO+A-system. Pulses with the repetition frequency equal to the fundamental frequency 
were derived by low-pass filtering at 115 Hz and pitch extraction. The pulses were am- 
plitude modulated by a signal derived by low-pass filtering at 700 Hz, followed by rec- 
tifying and smoothing at 50 Hz. The amplitude-modulated pulse train was band-pass 
filtered with the central frequency of 500 Hz to give a vowel-like sound. 

Sentiphone. The Sentiphone was developed by H. Traunrniiller (Traunrniiller, 1980) to 
be used as a tactual speechreading aid. The spectral gravity of the pre-emphasized 
speech signal is extracted and encoded as the frequency of a sine wave. The range 30- 
300 Hz was used tactually. Here, when presented auditorily, the range 300-3000 Hz has 
been used. The intensity of the sine wave follows the over-all intensity of the speech 
signal. 

The questions we wanted to examine were: 

1. To what extent can these extraction and coding methods support speechreading? 
2. How do they differ in performance? 
3. What is the effect of short training and what could be expected with further train- 

ing? 

SUBJECTS AND PROCEDURE 
Three normally hearing persons from the laboratory staff served as subjects. Two of 
them could be considered as experienced in speech perception tests. The speech tnate- 
rial used was three lists of 25 unrelated open-set Sweclish sentences cor~raini~~g 4-8 
words (Korsan-Bengtsen, 1973, lists 2-4). The sentences were recordetl 011 vitleo-tape 
with a male talker illunlinated by flat daylight. The sound was processed duriiip copy iiig 
through the two support systems. 

The test tape was played through an interactive video system which administrated the 
test, allowing the sentences to be presented in random order. A 14" colour monitor was 
used and the sound was presented over headphones at a co~nfortable listening level. The 
subjects replied orally and correct words were scored. 

The test procedure we used was balancu~g the influence of the order of the tested 
conditions ancl the possible differences of difficulty between the lists. Each subject was 
tested 011 one separate list for each of the three conditions. The conditions were tested 
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with different lists for the subjects and in different order. To get information about the 
training effect, each list was presented three times during the same session. No answer 
feedback was given, and no repetition was allowed. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Results for the three subjects under the three conditions are shown in Table I. 

Subj. S1 Subj. S2 Subj. S3 

SR 11 5 3 6 7  6 1 1 0  
SR+FO+A 55 69 80 69 79 83 3 4 8  
SR+Sent 51 75 83 56 64 75 2 8 8 
Trial no. 1 2 3  1 2  3 1 2 3  

Table I. Percent correct identified words for subjects Sl -S3 tested with speechread- 
ing only (SR) and with supylenzentirzg information about fundamental fie- 
querzcy and intensity (SR+FO+A), and spectral gravity and intensity 
(SR+Sent). The results are given for three trials on each list. 

All three subjects show improvement for both supporting systems compared to 
speechreading only. The effect is dramatical for the two experienced subjects, S1 and 
S2. The less experienced listener, S3, shows less hnprovetnent. The improvement with 
the two systems are of the sane magnitude. The Sentiphone signal seems to gain more 
from short training than the FO+A-system, which could be expected from the different 
naturalness of the signals. The Sentiphone gave an amplitude-modulated sinusoidal sig- 
nal that did not resemble speech. The FO+A-system gave a signal that sounded as a 
vowel with varying intonation and intensity. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This pilot study confirms the results for fundamental frequency and intensity as 
speechreading supplement obtained by other investigators. The results, however, indi- 
cate that the extraction of spectral gravity plus intensity may be just as efficient. Further 
studies have to investigate the effects from longer training and the benefit for pro- 
foundly deaf subjects stimulated auditorily or tactually. 
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